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Abstract 

 From language, to writing, to the printing press, to 

electromagnetic waves, and to digitization, human communication 

changed, developed, diversified, transcended unimagined boundaries, 

and reshaped the limitations of time and space. However, the 

introduction of social networking services (SNS) was more than just 

another milestone in the path of human communication; it opened a 

new chapter in the history of human communication and shaped its 

future in an unprecedented way.  

Thanks to SNS, humans are no longer consumers of media 

messages but are also producers of such messages. The term 

“prosumers” was coined to reflect this dual function of producing and 

consuming media messages that is being conducted in the era of SNS. 
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 :ملخص
، إلىى الوجاىاا الكومغمغطاسيةىية، إلىى ى الكتابة، إلى الصحافةمن اللغة، إل

المقوطىة، غغرىىما ااغصىااا الة ىىموة غغتىجعا غغطجوىى  غغدىاغاا الحىى غ  التىى  ا 
غمىىذ كلىىا، إىىا  إ  ىىا  . يوكىىن غصىىجعوا، غتوىىا ا غ ىىكرل مىى غ  الامىىا  غالوكىىا 

 ىىمف فىى  تكثىىم مىىن مدىىم  ورمىىة فاعقىىة ت( SNS) ىى ماا ال ىىةكاا اااتوا يىىة 
الة ىىىملق لفىىى  فتحىىى  فصىىىرت ا خىىى ات فىىى  غىىىاعو  التجا ىىىل الة ىىىمل سموىىىل التجا ىىىل 

 .غشكل  مةتفبله بتموفة غرم مةبجقة
 

الوسااااا   ؛الاجتمااااعيوسااااا  التواصااا   فااايالتواصااا   :حياااةالكلماااات الم تا
 الجمهور كصانع للمحتوى. ؛الرقمية
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From language, to writing, to the printing press, to electromagnetic 

waves, and to digitization, human communication changed, developed, 

diversified, transcended unimagined boundaries, and reshaped the 

limitations of time and space. However, the introduction of social 

networking services (SNS) was more than just another milestone in the 

path of human communication; it opened a new chapter in the history 

of human communication and shaped its future in an unprecedented 

way.  

Thanks to SNS, humans are no longer consumers of media 

messages but are also producers of such messages. The term 

“prosumers” was coined to reflect this dual function of producing and 

consuming media messages that is being conducted in the era of SNS. 

The idea of user-generated content resonates with the Western ideal of 

getting consumers to practice self-service, which resonates with the 

concept of McDonaldization (nature of service in fast-food restaurants) 

proposed by sociologist George Ritzer in his seminal book The 

McDonaldization of Society (1996). Humans became empowered to 

communicate profusely and almost incessantly through different types 

of messages and digital platforms with acquaintances and strangers 

across the globe.  

In this short paper, I seek to illustrate and reflect on the specific 

and significant implications of using SNS for communication. 

Researchers from several disciplines, such as sociology, psychology, 

political science, mass communication, and communication, produced 

thousands of peer-reviewed studies and book chapters to describe, 

analyze, and explain such implications and/or consequences. Such 

consequences could be spotted and analyzed either among users, 

institutions, corporations, or society at large. 

 

Social media affordances: 
The genius of human communication modified the original 

purposes and uses of each SNS. The richness of the tools and functions 

of SNS enabled them to “afford a wide and expanding range of uses” 

(Sandel & Ju, 2021) that were not intended by their founders. For 

instance, the creators of YouTube were PayPal employees. They 

originally designed the platform for users to upload videos and provide 

additional content for eBay (Jarret, 2008). YouTube users “hijacked” 
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the site by posting their content and linking their content to other social 

networking activities (Cloud, 2006).  

 Sixdegrees.com, the first SNS, was launched in 1997 as a text-

based platform to enable users to share information and create profiles. 

After the closure of this service in 2000, three other networks were 

introduced to facilitate information sharing: Friendster in 2002, 

MySpace in 2003, and Facebook in 2005. However, users developed 

innovative ways to share emotions and introduce paralanguage by 

employing emoticons and ALL CAPS. According to Sandel and Ju 

(2021), “the affordances of social media are not limited, nor are they 

determined by technology, but they are open, ever-expanding, and 

unpredictable.” For instance, users turned SNS into platforms for 

political activism, imagined communities, the preservation of national 

identity (especially in the diaspora), and even starting and running their 

own businesses. Negative affordances of SNS were also present, such 

as spreading fake news and the word of supremacists, hate groups, and 

extremist groups.  

 

Echo chambers: 
The high levels of selectivity and interactivity offered by SNS 

come with a price. Users are enabled to sort through the information 

and opinions shared on SNS and practice their own strategies of 

selective perception and selective exposure, leading users of the same 

social, cultural, or political tendencies to flock together digitally. The 

theory of group polarization posits that an echo chamber is one 

mechanism to reinforce an existing opinion, leading to more extreme 

positions (Sunstein, 2002).  

 The algorithms of SNS respond to users’ preferences and 

patterns of online navigation by providing similar content, which 

reinforces the existence and sustenance of echo chambers. In their 

study about the effect of echo chambers on social media, Cinelli et al. 

(2021) reported that users of either Facebook or Twitter “are much 

more likely to be reached by information propagated by users with 

similar leanings.” Grömping’s analysis of Facebook pages during 

elections in Thailand supported the echo chamber effect. The study 

showed that mind-alike users share opinions and like content on one 

side, while their communication with users on the opposite political 

side was negligible (Grömping, 2014). Schmid, Treib, and Eckardt 
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(2022) visualized the implication of online echo chambers as the virus 

of opinion polarization in Germany during COVID-19.  

 

User empowerment 
Not only did SNS provide a voice for the voiceless, but they also 

empowered minorities and disconnected masses to mobilize and attract 

even global attention to their own communities and causes. Several 

political mobilizations and civil resistance movements were not 

possible without SNS, such as the Iranian green Movement (2009), the 

Arab spring (2010), and the Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong 

(2014). Empirically, research shows a significant relationship between 

active use of SNS during civil mobilizations and the inclination to 

participate in civil protests and sit-ins (Khomko, 2015).  

 More contemporary social movements were even started on 

SNS. #BlackLivesMatter and #Me Too are two examples that stand out 

as two activist movements that were organized to advocate for the 

rights of oppressed women and African American communities in the 

U.S. Link, Holland, and Hendrickson (2023) found a significant effect 

of hard-right online activism on the increase in political unrest and 

mobilization offline. In China, a social movement online gained 

momentum to change the social status of newlywed young Chinese 

women. Many of these women started to share stories on Chinese SNS, 

such as WeChat and QQ, about being mistreated by their in-laws.  

 The empowering effect of SNS is also evidently detected during 

crises and natural disasters, where humans are sometimes isolated, 

anxious, and desperate for guidance and safety. Research shows that 

SNS users change their communication mode during disasters by 

sharing more factual content (Toriumi et al. 2013). In the aftermath of 

the Boston Marathon tragedy in 2013, Lee, Agrawal, and Rao (2015) 

found that the number of followers, reaction time, and hash tagging 

significantly changed, affecting the diffusion of information. Similarly, 

Ling et al. (2015) concluded that social media empowered residents 

psychologically during the 2011 Thailand flooding to collaborate and 

assist each other. 

Migrants and overseas students also found a sanctuary in SNS to 

form their imagined communities and maintain connections with their 

culture and motherland. Kim (2016) found that Korean students in the 

U.S. use social media to create “transitional spaces” in the diaspora and 
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cope with psychological stress by receiving emotional support from 

their families and peers.  

 On the other side of this coin of empowerment, governments 

and corporations gained access to a wealth of information about users’ 

preferences, attitudes, and even whereabouts. Corporations have the 

right to monitor employees’ posts on social media and take any 

disciplinary action accordingly. Even in a democracy like the U.S., 

social media has become a significant source of information for U.S. 

law enforcement and intelligence agencies (Waldman et al., 2022).  

 

Mate search: 
SNS have also revolutionized matchmaking and the ways of 

starting and managing social relations. In 2017, around 39% of 

heterosexual couples in the U.S. reported that they met their partners 

online, which has replaced meeting the significant other through 

friends, family, work, and study places. Other research in the U.S. 

reported a link between the rise in the use of dating apps and the rise in 

divorce rates (Noor, Djaba, & Enomoto, 2016). In China, the popularity 

of specific online services, such as MoMo (Chinese for stranger) and 

TanTan (explorer) has skyrocketed recently.  

 Some users opted to maintain their relationships strictly online 

to avoid any potential offline frustrations. The website “Love 

Apartment” affords users to flirt online, have private chats, and develop 

“platonic relationships” that do not lead to any physical offline 

interaction. According to Chin (2011), many users refrain from turning 

their online relationships offline because “once they see each other in 

the real world, the love will die.”  

 

Self-awareness and relationships: 
SNS have become embedded in all users’ social relationships. 

Pictures of graduations, weddings, vacations, personal achievements, 

and loved ones are shared daily by millions. Some users make sure to 

announce their love and marital status, share words of love or 

appreciation with significant others, and sometimes raise indirect 

reproach towards them on social media. This daily SNS-based 

documentation of personal and social matters intuitively increases an 

individual’s self-awareness of physical flaws and ups and downs in 
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social relations. It sounds like SNS have become an essential tool for 

humans to adjust their self-satisfaction and manage social relationships. 

 When users develop excessive self-awareness on social media, 

they tend to compare themselves to others, which gets into how they 

perceive their self-esteem. In Pakistan, Jan, Soomro, and Ahmad (2017) 

found that the more college students use social media, the lower they 

feel about their self-esteem. Kross et al. (2013) reported that Facebook 

users seek to overcome their loneliness but, in this process, turn out to 

be less satisfied with their lives. Such dissatisfaction might be 

attributed to this tendency to compare between self with others on 

social media. For instance, Chou and Edge (2012) suggested that 

frequent users of Facebook are more likely to get depressed because 

they tend to believe that other users lead healthier lives. Using an 

experimental design, Vogel et al. (2015) showed that college students 

with higher social comparison orientations on SNS had poorer self-

perceptions and lower self-esteem. 

 Research showed a discrepant impact of SNS on social 

relations. These social networks enable respondents to have better 

communication with their families and peers Gurusamy, 2015; 

Manjunatha, 2013; Sumaiya & Mahmood, 2022), but lonely users or 

those with lower incomes are more likely to be dissatisfied with their 

social relationships (Denti et al., 2012; Whiteside et al., 2018). On the 

negative side, a body of research suggests that excessive use Facebook, 

predicts negative relationship outcomes, especially if such relationships 

are relatively new (Clayton, Nagurney, & Smith, 2013). Another study 

by Russell and Clayton (2014) suggested that active Twitter use is 

associated with failing relationship outcomes, such as infidelity and 

breakup.  
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Overview 
Even though research on the consequences of using SNS on human 

communication has proliferated over the past two decades, this area of 

study is still in its infancy. What we know so far is that human 

communication has been enhanced, modified, amplified, reshaped, and 

redefined with the advent of SNS. More interestingly, the lines between 

interpersonal and mass communication became blurrier, and the 

borders are now more adjacent. A new genre, termed “mass-personal 

communication,” has emerged where individuals can communicate 

with the masses directly and personally. It is not uncommon to 

maintain that the followers of celebrities or blogger influences might 

exceed the daily audience of the Los Angeles Times or Fox network. 

Traditional mass communication, where the sender is an organization 

and the receiver are discrete, unknown, and anonymous to each other, 

has been made obsolete and irrelevant on SNS. With mass-personal 

communication, the sender could be either an individual, organization, 

or even a robot, and the receivers, or rather “prosumers”, can be 

identified, located, and introduced to each other directly and/or 

indirectly. The audience of mass communication consumes the content 

without being able to reap any financial gains, whereas those prosumers 

are enabled to monetize the content they produce. At an academic level, 

instead of studying “channels” of mass communication, researchers are 

now studying platforms, pages, and sites where the content is produced 

and consumed by the audience, while the founders of those platforms 

and sites are technologically facilitating and monitoring 

communication. Consequently, communication research took a 

technological turn to figure out more sophisticated tools to retrieve 

social media posts and analytics and analyze big data. To make a long 

reflection short, SNS made human communication more ambiguous 

and less predictable on the one hand and easier to access and examine 

on the other.  
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